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‘Can science inform conservation?’ 
asked Kartik Shanker. Seven first year 
Ph D students (year 2007) at Centre of 
Ecological Sciences (CES) were dumb-
founded. This question probably never 
crossed the minds of these naive aspiring 
ecologists, some of whom were infatu-
ated with their study system and zealous 
about its conservation. I was one of the 
bemused students and I have been pon-
dering this question ever since. Is mere 
common sense sufficient to craft long 
term conservation strategies? Or is there 
relevant scientific knowledge to envision 
viable conservation programmes, but we 
are limited in our creativity to harness 
the full power of this knowledge? 
 In the prologue to his book on the  
story of sea turtle conservation in India, 
Kartik writes ‘but the domains of biology 
and conservation intersect more signifi-
cantly in the sea turtle world than per-
haps for any other animal group’. I 
wondered in what way these two domains 
intersected and what Kartik truly thought 
about the role of science in conservation. 
The title of the book, From Soup to Super-
star thoroughly whetted my appetite for a 
story about food and fame. 
 I actually started reading the book 
from the middle, because I could not re-
sist the beautiful colour photographs of 
sea turtles and the emotive black and 
white photographs of turtle biologists 
and conservationists. The charismatic 
physiognomy of the turtles with large  
innocent eyes set in benign rounded 

heads instantly trapped my pre-existing 
sensory bias. There is potential for star-
dom for sure. But far more powerful  
gastronomical biases and survival in-
stincts of people can easily eclipse the 
visual charm and land the turtle in hot 
soup. Is the turtle egg hatchery of Stu-
dents’ Sea Turtle Conservation Network 
(SSTCN) still an unpretentious thatched 
hut? Decades of monitoring and conser-
vation efforts by Rom Whitaker, Satish 
Bhaskar and others – were it in vain? I 
could hardly wait to read the book from 
the beginning and see the story unravel. 
 Kartik lures us into the world of the 
olive ridleys by vividly describing the 
hatching of a clutch of eggs and the fren-
zied scramble of the juveniles down the 
sandy slope into the sea. He provides a 
brief history of turtle research in India 
and then introduces us to the two most 
riveting personalities in the drama of sea  
turtle research and conservation – Satish 
Bhasker and Rom Whitaker. Kartik  
engagingly narrates many incredible and 
legendary feats of Satish on his survey 
and monitoring trips and his remarkable 
discoveries. Can you believe that anyone 
would be willing spend five months in 
isolation on a remote island to document 
the nesting of green turtles? Moreover, 
there was no guarantee that a boat would 
arrive for the pick up before the rations 
ran out! Kartik also interlaces the prose 
with excerpts from letters that Satish 
wrote from remote places to his family 
and friends. One of them was actually a 
‘message in a bottle’ to his wife, set  
afloat in the sea and found by a fisher-
man in Sri Lanka! Satish’s letters are not 
merely fascinating in content; they are 
utterly beautiful in language and style. 
 Rom Whitaker started a conservation 
programme in Chennai in 1973 that relo-
cated turtle eggs to a hatchery. He ex-
plored the islands of Andaman and 
Nicobar for initiating survey and moni-
toring programmes. Rom took up Indian 
citizenship so that he would be permitted 
to work on these islands. A true patriot – 
a citizen by choice and not by default of 
birth! That or he is just extremely pas-
sionate about conservation. Many other 
players such as Robert Bustard, C. S. Kar 
and E. G. Silas in the early stages of sea 
turtle conservation and biology are intro-
duced to us. But Satish and Rom are om-
nipresent in this narrative. This book is a 
homage to the extraordinary efforts of 
these enigmatic outliers and justifiably 
dedicated to them. 
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 Sea turtles have been harvested for 
meat, shell and eggs for centuries. Even 
in the early seventies, meat, shell and oil 
were exported to several western coun-
tries. However, in 1977 all the species of 
sea turtles in India were listed as Sched-
ule I species of the Wildlife (Protection) 
Act. The author has painstakingly res-
earched a mind boggling volume of lit-
erature to understand how this transition 
came about and what has transpired since 
then. Research includes accounts of natu-
ral history observations by British naval 
officers of colonial India, marine export 
records of sea turtles, master’s and Ph D 
theses of students, sea food export jour-
nals, scientific papers, newspaper reports, 
newsletters and even personal interviews 
with the Director of Wildlife Preserva-
tion during Indira Gandhi’s tenure. This 
exhaustive research and synthesis took 
five years. But mercifully the book is not 
a heavy and dry sequence of facts and 
events. It is informative, objective, ana-
lytical, thought provoking and often hu-
morous. Here are a couple of lines that 
tickled my funny bone: ‘one day, while 
surveying the beach in Gahirmatha,  
Bivash met two women sunbathing on 
the beach. That, normally a stroke of for-
tune by itself for an isolated field biolo-
gist, turned out not to be the only lucky 
part.’ 
 The book was an emotional roller 
coaster even though the tone is lively (at 
times mildly sarcastic) without being 
dramatic. The book appealed to my emo-
tions probably because the story of sea 
turtle conservation is inherently dra-
matic. The brief introduction to a turtle’s 
life was endearing. The description of 
how turtles were butchered for consump-
tion, part by part, slowly in the market 
while still alive was traumatizing. The 
protest by the humane society of England 
and subsequent act against cruelty to 
animals by the Ceylon government re-
stored some hope for the capacity for 
compassion in the Homo sapiens. 
 What I enjoyed the most about the 
book were the stories of SSTCN in 
Chennai, Prakruthi Nature Club in Guja-
rat and Theeram Prakrithi Samrakshana 

Samiti in Kerala. I was pleasantly sur-
prised by the persistence of SSTCN as a 
non-hierarchical, leaderless group of vo-
lunteers for 28 years and in my opinion a 
phenomenal success in outreach and 
education about sea turtle conservation 
and the spirit of volunteerism in general. 
Kartik is brutally honest about SSTCN’s 
achievement when he writes, ‘The sum 
total of this effort in terms of direct con-
servation action is the release of a few 
thousand hatchlings each year. Given the 
low survival rate of sea turtles from 
hatchling to adulthood, this represents 
just over hundred adults in a couple of 
decades. Considering the simultaneous 
threats to adults from fisheries and other 
sources, it does not seem likely that the 
hatchery programme does that much to 
conserve ridleys on the coast of Chen-
nai.’ 
 The story of Dinesh Goswami a daily 
wage worker at a cement factory and his 
pro-bono work for sea turtle conservation 
through his organization Prakruthi Na-
ture Club is enlightening and inspiring. I 
was impressed by Dinesh’s sagacity, sensi-
tivity and compassion in dealing with 
‘offenders’ of the WPA who were villag-
ers harvesting turtle eggs. Instead of im-
prisonment he appealed to the judge for a 
‘sentence’ of two years of service that 
comprised walking along the coast and 
spreading awareness about sea turtle 
conservation. I believe this strategy  
prevented the sea turtle from turning into 
a ‘gunboat’ of conservation in this vil-
lage. 
 The story about a group of young fisher 
men from Kerala and their contribution 
towards turtle conservation is spectacu-
lar. I think very valuable lessons may be 
learnt from a closer perusal of this case 
study. I am even considering visiting 
them in Kerala to learn more. I think 
herein lies the strength of this book. The 
book is more than just thought provok-
ing. It has the potential to be ‘action pro-
voking’ in spite of being disturbingly 
honest about the futility of some of the 
efforts to conserve sea turtles. The book, 
however, is not pessimistic. After mar-
shalling case studies of various small 

groups across the coasts of India and 
their efforts at sea turtle conservation, 
the author does discuss the ‘conservation 
conundrum’ which is to choose the 
‘right’ model. 
 Sustainable use of natural resources to 
conserve wildlife habitat and wildlife is 
extremely difficult to implement espe-
cially when social injustice, stark eco-
nomic disparity and unequal opportunities 
for basic needs of food, shelter, water, 
health care, hygiene and education pre-
vail. The complexity of conservation is 
enhanced by the philosophical differ-
ences between the various stakeholders. 
The ‘means to the end’ are vastly differ-
ent and the efforts of one group are 
sometimes counter-productive and ne-
gate the positive outcome of others. 
Therefore, nature conservationists and 
wildlife enthusiasts, especially those in 
populous countries will find this book 
very relevant. 
 The most provocative and philosophic 
statement in this book to me was ‘all 
players (the state, conservationists, cor-
porations, academics, fishers), intention-
ally or institutionally continue to pursue 
agendas and strategies that are geared to 
help mainly themselves, regardless of 
whether it helps sea turtles in the long 
run or not’? While evolutionary biologists 
(frowning thoughtfully about the mystery 
of altruism) will replace the question 
mark at the end with a full stop, ardent 
conservationists may be seriously of-
fended. Conservationists would certainly 
benefit if they read this book with an 
open mind. If you are merely curious to 
know what Kartik really thinks about the 
role of science in conservation or in what 
way Bivash the isolated field biologist 
got lucky with the two women sunbath-
ers, I encourage you to read this book. 
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